
JOHN NAVIN
jnavin@gmail.com 4663 18th Street, Boulder, Colorado 303-819-7126

MEDIA PRO

    Writer/Blogger ▪ Director of Operations ▪ On-Air Personality

Westwood One ▪ Forbes.com ▪ KLUC FM Las Vegas ▪ Marketocracy.com

• Over twenty years of experience dedicated to media excellence
• Proven leader with notable accomplishments in overseeing media operations
• Accomplished elite stock trader with expertise in probability assessment
• Widely read columnist/blogger on the subject of applying probability profitably

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Contributing Writer. 2/2011 to the present
Forbes.com

• I write the “Probabilities” column for the on-line version of Forbes, based on my success applying 
probability theory to stock market analysis and blackjack play. My experience is profiled in The 
Warren Buffetts Next Door by Forbes Investments Editor Matt Schifrin, published 11/2010 by 
John Wiley & Sons and Forbes.

Portfolio Manager/Trader 2001 to 2017
http://www.Marketocracy.com, Palo Alto, CA headquarters

• Quantitatively analyze the balance sheets and income statements of publicly traded corporations 
based on the classic value techniques established by Benjamin Graham with particular attention 
to price/earnings ratios, book value estimates, debt/equity levels and earnings patterns.

• Analyze stock price charts with an eye toward recognizing certain mathematically significant 
price and volume patterns to establish optimum entry and exit levels.

• Create a diversified portfolio of stocks, manage the selection of stocks and continuously monitor 
all positions.

• Adhered to Marketocracy compliance standards.

Accomplishments:
• Appointed “MFolio Manager” after creating a model portfolio that placed in the top 10 out of

70,000 competitors (after 5 years) in the on-line money management competition known as 
Marketocracy.

• Assigned as a member of the “M100,” the top 100 competitors around which the “Masters 100” 
mutual fund was established (NYSE: MOFQX).

• Profiled in the book The Warren Buffets Next Door by Forbes Investments Editor Matt Schifrin, to 
be published by John Wiley & Sons, November, 2010.

Skills:

http://www.marketocracy.com/


• Assesses market probabilities accurately, based on the results of quantitative and technical 
analysis.



• Proven money management discipline over 8 years including correctly sizing positions, 
establishing stop loss and target levels, and diversifying across asset classes and within asset 
classes.

• Highly competitive ability to out perform market benchmarks and prominent skilled money 
managers.

Director of Operations 2003 - 2008
Westwood One Radio Network/Metro Networks
Salt Lake City, Utah and Denver, Colorado

Managed news-gathering and reporting operations and staff, including News Director, writers, anchors, 
and reporters. Directed the traffic reporting division. Served the daily information needs of 25 affiliate 
radio stations.

Highlights:
• Increased weekly sponsored feeds from 2500 to 2900, directly improving company’s bottom line
• Added two affiliates
• Cultivated key relationships with affiliates making possible the above accomplishments.
• Produced, wrote & delivered daily morning newscasts and supervised staff with this role
• Prepared and edited news website content for affiliate stations.
• Accepted award from Salt Lake Weekly on behalf of "best traffic reporter," a strong positive 

reflection of staff guidance and training
• Oversaw complete studio remodel while continuing uninterrupted daily service to affiliates.
• Developed and maintained key relationships with external industry and public organizations.
• Managed a 5% payroll cut by consolidating existing positions, improving company’s bottom line
• Successfully coordinated daily activities with the marketing/sales department
• Successfully added mid-day traffic reporting service.-coordinated all local activities with regional 

and national offices.

Morning Show Host 1994 – 2002
Jones Radio Network
Denver, Colorado

• Wrote, produced and hosted network morning radio show heard on 130 stations nationwide.
• Continuously worked to enhance and improve the morning show format with revisions and 

adjustments.
• Established and maintained key relationships with network affiliates.
• Brainstormed with radio talent consultant Jay Trachman to create and develop personality radio
• Skillfully blended network programming elements of music, news, listener interaction, production 

elements and sponsors.
• Launched programming concepts designed to increase time spent listening and to create new 

sponsorship possibilities.
• Received a 5 out of a possible 5 on my final performance review.

Morning Show team member 1987-1994
KLUC-FM
Las Vegas, Nevada

• Member on-air team responsible for increasing and maintaining exceptionally successful Arbitron



ratings in key demos for a number of years.
• Developed and contributed creative material for the morning show.
• Interviewed dozens of Southern Nevada newsmakers from the worlds of politics and business.
• On-air highlights included

o on-the-spot, live coverage of the Pepcon Chemical Plant explosion that killed 2 in 
Henderson;

o A 30-minute interview with Senator Harry Reid on the question of the Yucca Mountain 
Nuclear Waste Facility;

o Live, on-the-spot coverage of the return of stealth fighter and bomber aircraft to Nellis AFB 
after missions in the first Iraq war.

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Arts, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North Carolina


